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Zealandia and Australia together are part of the wider regions known as Oceania and Australasia. The first
voyage is shown in red, second voyage in green, and third voyage in blue. The first European landing on the
Australian continent occurred in the Janszoon voyage of â€” The first voyage of James Cook stands as
significant for the circumnavigation of New Zealand in and as the European discovery and first ever coastal
navigation of Eastern Australia from April to August In particular, South Australia was founded and settled in
a similar manner to New Zealand, both being influenced by the ideas of Edward Gibbon Wakefield. Whereas
Maori iwi endured the Musket Wars of the period â€” preceding the former in New Zealand, indigenous
Australians have no comparable period of the experience of warfare amongst each other employing
European-introduced modern weaponry either before or after their own confrontations with European settler
society. New Zealand participated as a member of the Federal Council of Australasia from and fully involved
itself among the other self-governing colonies in the conference and Convention leading up to Federation of
Australia. Ultimately it declined to accept the invitation to join the Commonwealth of Australia resultingly
formed in , remaining as a self-governing colony until becoming the Dominion of New Zealand in and with
other territories later constituting the Realm of New Zealand effectively as an independent country of its own.
In the Olympics , the Festival of Empire and the Olympics the two countries were represented at least in
sporting competition as the unified entity " Australasia ". Both continued to co-operate politically in the 20th
century as each sought closer relations with the United Kingdom, particularly in the area of trade. This was
helped by the development of refrigerated shipping , which allowed New Zealand in particular to base its
economy on the export of meat and dairy â€” both of which Australia had in abundance â€” to Britain. The
two nations sealed the Canberra Pact in January for the purpose of successfully prosecuting war against the
Axis Powers in World War II and providing for the administration of an armistice and territorial trusteeship in
its aftermath. The Agreement foreshadowed the establishment of a permanent Australiaâ€”New Zealand
Secretariat, it provided for consultation in matters of common interest, it provided for the maintenance of
separate military commands and for "the maximum degree of unity in the presentation This was partially a
result of Britain joining the European Economic Community in the early s, thus restricting the access of both
countries to their biggest export market. The expedition was sent by Governor Bourke from Sydney and was
subsequently criticised for use of excessive force by a British House of Commons report in Promised
settlement on confiscated land, more than Australians were recruited. Other Australians became scouts in the
Company of Forest Rangers. Independent of the sense of Empire or Commonwealth , both nations in the
second half of the twentieth century otherwise provided contingents in support of United States strategic aims
in the Korean War , Vietnam War , and Gulf War. Together Australia and New Zealand saw their first major
military action in the Battle of Gallipoli , in which both suffered major casualties. For many decades the battle
was seen by both countries as the moment at which they came of age as nations. Canberra memorial World
War II was a major turning point for both countries, as they realised that they could no longer rely on the
protection of Britain. Subsequently, both countries sought closer ties with the United States. Although no such
attack occurred until, arguably, 11 September , Australia and New Zealand both contributed troops to the
Korean and Vietnam Wars. An Australian flag flies atop the eastern pylon and a New Zealand flag flies atop
the western pylon. A bronze memorial statue of a digger holding a Leeâ€”Enfield rifle pointing down was
placed on the western end of the bridge on Anzac Day in The memorial commemorates the shared effort to
achieve common goals in both peace and war. Since , Australia, and since , New Zealand have been parties to
the ABCA interoperability arrangement of national defence forces. The SEATO anti-communist defence
organisation also extended membership to both countries for the duration of its existence from to Both
expeditions reported voluminously. Guy Menzies then completed solo crossing in Rowing crossing was first
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successfully completed, solo, by Colin Quincey in [32] and then by teams of kayakers in The major part of
that cable was renewed in and it was withdrawn from service in Another high capacity direct linkage is
proposed for construction to be operational in , [39] and yet another for early
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This landmark volume chronicles the history and practice of industrial relations to date. It focuses on the largely untold
story of how the globalization of industrial relations took hold and explores in depth the pivotal events, idea, and people
behind it.

They are called hybrid because they combine democratic traits e. To better understand this vast grey zone of
institutional ambiguities, Typologies have been created in order to identify various institutional arrangements
of hybrid regimes and how they differ from other types of regimes. The current annotated bibliography of
literature on hybrid regime trajectories points to a logical sequence of scientific inquiry in the following three
domains: It is supported with proposed key readings for each. Also included are datasets, major journals, and
university presses on the subject. The selection was largely driven by the criteria of originality and potential
for generalization, leaving aside the question of iterated testing and idiographic research. The crosscutting
from literature on authoritarian to democratic regimes is what makes hybrid regimes such a dynamic subject
for generating new insights and innovative thinking toward a better understanding of political regimes in
developing countries. The influential work Finer , a comparative analysis of political regimes around the
world, is essential to any students in the field. Almond and Coleman focuses on developing countries, Collier
depicts the specifics of Latin American regimes, and Zolberg those of West Africa. Linz , originally published
in , outlines types of nondemocratic regimes, and the same can be said about Perlmutter Huntington and
Moore addresses the issue of single-party regimes. In doing so, without using the name, their works are
precursors of the studies on hybrid regimes. The Politics of the Developing Areas. Princeton University Press,
The New Authoritarianism in Latin America. It is about an authoritarian subtype also present in other regions
such as Asia. Third World states are divided into three categories: The first two are an integral part of the
actual lexicon on hybrid regimes. Authoritarian Politics in Modern Society: Within the historical relationship
between modernization and institutionalization of the ruling party in authoritarian regimes lies the key link to
explaining political stability. Totalitarian and Authoritarian Regimes. A Comparative Institutional Analysis.
Yale University Press, Of particular interests are the corporatist and praetorian models, for which the
organizational structure and mechanisms of repression are described. The Party-States of West Africa.
University of Chicago Press, The argument is twofold. First, ideology is central for achieving unanimity.
Second, electoral malpractice and arbitrary use of law help contain dissent. Users without a subscription are
not able to see the full content on this page. Please subscribe or login. How to Subscribe Oxford
Bibliographies Online is available by subscription and perpetual access to institutions. For more information
or to contact an Oxford Sales Representative click here.
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Essential reading for all those concerned with the history and practice of industrial relations, this landmark volume
chronicles the evolution of the field to date.
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Chapter 5. The Institutionalization of Industrial Relations in Australasia, Canada and the United Kingdom Chapter 6. The
IIRA: Taking the Industrial Relations Field.
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Australia-United Kingdom relations, also referred to as Anglo-Australian relations, are the relations between the
commonwealth realms of Australia and the United Kingdom, marked by cultural, institutional and language ties,
extensive people-to-people links, aligned security interests, sporting tournaments (notably The Ashes), and significant
trade and investment co-operation.
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'Practices of popular authorization can be deeply entrenched without that leading to an institutionalization of the rule of
law.' 'The institutionalization of rationality is the constitutive feature of institutions in the modern business enterprise.'.
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Each year the ILR welcomes scholars from around the world to pursue research interests in industrial and labor
relations. The following international scholars are conducting research at the Worker Institute during
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